KULA DESIGN GUIDE
HOW TO CREATE ART FOR A KULA
HELLO! MY NAME IS AMANDA, I AM THE CREATIVE DIRECTOR AT KULA COTH®. WE WANT YOU
TO FEEL CONFIDENT AND EXCITED DURING THE DESIGN PROCESS. HERE ARE SOME TIPS TO
HELP YOU CREATE ART FOR A KULA. I WILL ADDRESS HOW TO PREPARE ART THAT IS BOTH
HAND DONE AND DIGITAL.

ORIGINAL PAINTING OR DRAWING
My favorite way to create art for a Kula is to paint within a large square, 10”x10” inches or larger.
Below, you can see some visual examples of art made for a Kula. Tip: If you are a proud owner
of an artist series Kula Cloth ® you can place the Kula at the center of the paper and draw
with a light pencil the outline of the Kula, this will help you to visualize the part of the art
that will be cropped and where the focus needs to be. The 10”x10” paper also allows for a
1/2 inch bleed that is required by our printer. If you don’t have a Kula you can measure a
diamond that is 7.5” inches across, top to bottom and side to side. Some folks have turned
the paper and painted the art in a diamond, this can be done, but a square is easier to frame :)
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Isn't it incredible that you are alive on
this amazing planet? We think so too.

KULA DESIGN GUIDE
KULA TEMPLATE
Below is a visual of the Kula Cloth® template. The template provides insights into things to consider
while designing your Kula. 1: There should be at least a 1/2 inch bleed all the way around.
2: The Kula folds in half, consider how it would look folded. 3: There is a quarter inch silver
thread on the left hand side. 4: There is a snap at the top and a snap at the bottom near
the thread. *You don’t have to have a computer program to test your Kula in the template, I am
here to help with that. However, if you are a design wizard, by all means go ahead and test the Kula
in the template. Final art can be scaned or photographed, please send a 300 DPI JPG in color mode
RGB. PLEASE DO NOT SAVE ART AS A PNG FILE. If you don’t have acess to a scanner or photography
camera you can mail art to me to be scanned. Your local staples might also have a scanner.
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KULA DESIGN GUIDE
DIGITAL ART
Digital art can be created using Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, and Procreate. Create a 10”x10” inch
300 DPI document in color mode RGB. Upload the template into the program, lock the template to an
underlying layer and use the template as a guide. When finished, hide the template from the layers
and save final art as a high resolution 300 DPI JPG. PLEASE DO NOT SAVE ART AS A PNG FILE.
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